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Abstract— HEVC doubles the coding efficiency with more than
4x coding complexity as compared to H.264/AVC. To alleviatethe
burden of Intra encoder, we estimate the RD-cost from the source
image textures, and dynamically select two promising CU/PU
mode candidates to execute exhaustive RDO processing. As in-
tegrated in our hardwired encoder, the averaged 61.7% computa-
tion complexity was saved with 4.53% rate augment. With TSMC
90nm technology, the real-time encoder for HDTV1080p at 44fps
is implemented with 2269k-gate at 357MHz operating frequency.

I. I NTRODUCTION

High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC)[1] is the state-of-
the-art video compression standard developed by Joint Collab-
orative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC). HEVC aims to fulfill
the growing requirements for higher quality and resolutions in
video devices and applications, which are beyond the capabili-
ties of H.264/AVC [2]. Thus, HEVC is devised to save around
35-40% bit-rate cost compared to H.264/AVC High Profile,
while providing the equivalent object video quality[3].

To handle the large picture size, HEVC provides the flexi-
ble quad-tree structure based coding tree unit (CTU), whichis
composed of basic coding unit (CU), prediction unit (PU), and
transform unit (TU). The2N × 2N (N ∈ {8, 16, 32}) CTU is
the root of coding tree, which can be further split to fourN×N
CU, and this splitting procedure is feasible for each CU when
its size is greater than8× 8. In the Intra prediction, PU size is
equal to its2N×2N CU whenN ≥ 8. On the other hand,8×8
CU can use8×8 or 4×4 PU sizes. The residue block of CU is
further partitioned with a quad-tree structure, which is denoted
as residue quad-tree (RQT), and the transform is processed on
each leaf node, i.e., TU.

For each candidate parameter vector~p (including CU/PU/TU
structures), its coding performance is evaluated by the La-
grangian multiplier optimization technique,

J(~p) = D(~p) + λ ·R(~p), (1)

in which,D(~p) andR(~p) represent the distortion and rate cost-
s, respectively, andλ is the Lagrangian multiplier controlling
the rate-distortion trade-off. To derive the accurate values of
D(~p) andR(~p), the encoder must carry out the time consum-
ing transform, quantization, inverse quantization, inverse trans-
form, and entropy coding procedures. The massive CU/PU/TU
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mode configurations lead to intensive computation of HEVC
encoder. In HM reference software, the encoder exhaustively
traverses all parameter vectors to find the best candidate

~po = argmin
~p

{D(~p) + λ · R(~p)}. (2)

Experiments reveal that the coding time increase monotonical-
ly with the CU depth number.

To overcome the aforementioned obstacle, plethora algo-
rithms have been proposed for fast intra coding, which fal-
l into three primary categories: The first one substitutes the
full RD-cost calculation with the low-complexity RD-cost
estimation[4, 5]; The methods of the second kind rely on filter-
ing out the most impossible candidate CU[6] or PU[7] modes;
While, the third class of methods speed up the searching by ear-
ly terminating the RDO execution during CU[8, 9], PU[10], or
TU[11] search. However, the above fast algorithms are based
on the software oriented recursive CU-depth search process-
ing. As integrated in the real-time hardwired encoder systems,
the CU level parallelism either degrades the performance or
introduces considerable hardware overhead. In addition, the
speedup efficiency of the early termination and the historical
statistics based dynamic CU depth determination methods de-
pends on the statistic features of the videos. Namely, the above
fast algorithms could not ensure a stable speedup performance,
which is essential for the real-time encoding system.

In this paper, we devise the VLSI friendly CU/PU mode de-
cision algorithm for Intra prediction in HEVC hardwired en-
coder design. The proposed algorithm is primarily composed
of the following three steps: First, the edge strength and di-
rection of eachN × N (N ∈ 4, 8, 16, 32) partitions in CTU
are derived. Secondly, the linear model between predict error
matrix ofN ×N partition and its edge strength matrix is con-
structed by using weighted least square linear regression.It
should be noticed that the model is obtained by off-line learn-
ing. From the estimated prediction error, we can evaluate the
RD-cost ofN × N partition. Thirdly, our algorithm dynami-
cally chooses one candidate for RDO from16×16 and32×32
CU modes.8 × 8 CU mode RDO is always executed in our
proposal. However, we dynamically determine its PU mode
(8× 8 or 4) according to their estimated RD-cost comparison-
s. We always discard64 × 64 CU mode, which merely saves
less than 0.22% rate in HD1080p and WQXGA (2560× 1600)
sequences. The hardwired Intra encoder is implemented inte-
grated with the proposed fast algorithm and its performanceis
demonstrated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
a brief introduction of our HEVC Intra encoding flow is de-
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Fig. 1. HEVC prediction mode decisions for aN ×N CU. (a)Flowchart for
software. (b)Design for hardware. (c)Processing scheduleof 4× 4 CU. (Pred:
Prediction signal generation; H.T.: Hadamard Transform; SATD: SATD
computation; Sel: Select candidate modes; T: Transform; Q:Quantization;
Est: RD-cost estimation; IQ: Inverse quantization; IT: Inverse transform)

scribed. In Section III, the hardware friendly mode decision
algorithm is presented, including the theoretical analysis, pa-
rameters study method, and RD-cost estimation schemes. Our
hardware design and experimental results are illustrated in Sec-
tion IV , followed by the conclusions in Section V.

II. OVERVIEWS OFHEVC INTRA CODING

Carrying forward the advantages of H.264/AVC intra cod-
ing framework, HEVC standard also employs the block-based
hybrid coding architecture, which is developed on the spatial
prediction, followed by the transform coding and post process-
ing steps. To handle the HDTV and UHDTV video sizes,
HEVC brings in some advanced techniques contributing to
the compression efficiency, including the quad-tree based cod-
ing unit structure, fine angular directional prediction, 16-bit
length variable-block-size DCT/DST transforms, and predic-
tion direction-based transform coefficient scanning.

The quad-tree coding block partition structure efficientlyu-
tilizes variable sizes of Coding, Prediction and TransformU-
nits(CU/PU/TUs). As mentioned in Section I, RDO must be
exhaustively executed to select the best coding parameters, i.e.,
CU quad-tree structure, PU and RQT partitions in each CU.
In addition, to enhance the spatial prediction accuracy, HEVC
employs 33 directional predictions as well as Planar and DC in
PU mode search. The numerous Intra prediction modes impose
a heavy burden to the encoder. The HM reference software
employs the fast heuristic Intra prediction mode selectionalgo-
rithm, which is composed of the low-complexity rough mode
decision and the full RDO based fine mode search. Specifically,
the rough decision select several candidates with the minimum
SATD based RD-costs out of all 35 prediction modes. Fine
mode decision then choose the best Intra mode through the full
RDO.

Even with the rough to fine heuristic RDO, the associated
hardware and timing costs are both unfeasible for HDTV1080p
real-time encoder implementations. The primary hindrance
still comes from the full RDO. For the hardware consideration,

even one variable block size DCT/DST accelerator consumes
320k-gate stand cells, let alone multiple engines requiredby
parallelism RDO. On the other hand, the rate cost estimationin
HM reference software is the CABAC alike algorithm, which is
composed of the binarization and the bin-grain arithmetic cod-
ing. Even with the advanced ASIC accelerator, for one32× 32
block, the averaged 200-300 cycles are required in rate evalua-
tion.

Our design simplifies the RD-cost estimation algorithm.
Similar to literature [5], our design also obtains the distortion
from quantization results. However, the original method mere-
ly saves the hardware of inverse transform and inverse quanti-
zation. Our contributions in the distortion evaluation algorith-
m include two aspects: First, we substitute theN × N DCT
with the hardware savingN × N Hadamard counterparts as
N ≥ 8; Second, we restrict the bit-width of multipliers for
SSE computation to 8-bit for saving chip area. By using bina-
ry classification and linear regression method, we develop the
fast rate models, which are applied to estimate the rate accord-
ing to the features ofN × N quantization coefficient block.
The latency of rate estimation is reduced to 3 cycles. In our
proposal, the TU size is always equal to PU size, which intro-
duces negligible coding quality loss. The flowchart of our PU
mode decision algorithm and the corresponding system block
are presented in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. Figure. 1(c) pro-
vides the processing schedule of Luma4×4PU mode decision.
Experiments illustrate that, on average, 1.27% rate increase is
introduced by our simplified RDO.

In the VLSI implementation, parallel processing is impera-
tive for the HDTV1080p@30fps real-time encoding. In detail,
the processing latency of RDO for8 × 8 CU with 4 × 4 PU
mode is 248 clocks (220 for 44 × 4 Luma + 28 for 14 × 4
Chroma). Even for4 × 4 PU mode RDO, 241MHz operating
frequency is required. The serial processing of all CU modes
needs 577MHz clock speed. On the other hand, with 90nm C-
MOS technology and traditional ASIC design flow, the typical
clock speed is around 400MHz (our design is 357MHz), falling
far behind the requirement.

The primitive parallel architecture, in which each PU mod-
e search is equipped with the dedicated process engine, will
consume 5282k-gates. To reduce the chip area in parallel In-
tra HEVC encoder, we discard the redundant CU/PU mode
candidates during RDO by investigating the source image tex-
tures. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of our parallel RDO engine
embedded with the proposed CU/PU mode filtering algorithm.
The principle and detailed analysis of our CU/PU mode reduc-
tion will be explained in Section III. It should be noticed that,
we devise the reconfigurable prediction accelerator, whichis
shared by all CU/PU RDO processing. The VLSI architecture
and processing schedule will be described in Section IV.

III. CU/PU CANDIDATE REDUCTION USING RD-COST

ESTIMATION FROM SOURCE IMAGE TEXTURE

INVESTIGATION

A. Panoramic View of Proposed Method

As showed in Fig. 2, before the traditional coding configu-
ration RDO, we first investigate the textures of source image
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and filter out the improper CU/PU candidates. This module is
denoted as “Texture Based CU/PU Filter” in Fig. 2. As men-
tioned in Section II,64 × 64 CU is always avoided, so the re-
maining CU candidates include32×32, 16×16, and8×8. For
each32× 32 coding block (CB32×32), we dynamically discard
32× 32 or 16× 16 CU mode RDO from the texture investiga-
tion. 8×8CU possesses two PU mode candidates, i.e.,8×8 and
4×4. The dedicated PU mode for each8×8CU is also defined
during the texture preprocessing stage. In the following RDO
processing, two modules (LCBRDO and SCBRDO) are em-
ployed to work in parallel. LCBRDO is in charge of deriving
the RD-cost of current32× 32 CB with the predefined32× 32
or 16 × 16 mode. Simultaneously, SCBRDO obtains all RD-
costs of8 × 8 partitions with the specified PU mode. From
the results of LCBRDO and SCBRDO, we then assemble the
best coding tree structure.

The detailed flowchart of texture analysis is illustrated in
Fig. 2(b). As the CTU source image is given, we can calculate
the edge strength and edge direction on every pixel. The edges-
tatistic features, such as the main edge direction, edge strength,
and edge direction distributions, in any CU are obtained. Ac-
cording to the edge feature classification, we develop the linear
relations between the pixel edge strength and its prediction er-
ror power, which will be unravel in Section B. Therefrom, we
construct the RD-cost estimation method (as shown in Section
C) to discard the improper CU/PU candidate modes. As our
method is based on the source image investigation, and elimi-
nates the constant computation burden, it neither degradesthe
pipeline performance nor incurs the encoding complexity oscil-
lation, which are prohibited in the real-time encoding system.

B. Linear Relation between Texture and Prediction Error

Prediction error is the primary factor that determines the cod-
ing cost. Generally, the more accurate the prediction is, the
less the RD cost will be. The prediction error power at position

(i, j) in aN ×N CB is defined as

PEk = (Pk − Ck)
2 (3)

where,i andj denotes the ordinate and abscissa of the pixel
(left up corner is (0,0)),k = i · N + j, Pk is the prediction
pixel, andCk is the source pixel. As we know, generating and
searching the best prediction signalPk require the intensive
computation. Then, we strive for developing the model to fast
estimate the power ofPEk.

The angular predictions in HEVC is on the basis of exploit-
ing the local edge continuity. As expected, strong correlations
exist betweenPEk and its edge strengthES. Except for the
texture features,PEk is affected by the quantization noiseQE.
This is mainly because that the prediction signalPk is deduced
from the decoded pixels, which have been polluted by the quan-
tization. From the above analysis, we suppose that the predic-
tion error power (PEk) stems fromQE andES, expressed as

PEk ≈ a ·Qs2 + bk · ESk. (4)

wherea andbk are linear regression parameters. The terma ·
Qs2 indicates that the quantization error powerQE is linear
with the square of quantization step (Qs2).

Qs = 2Qp/6 ·Q[Qp%6]
Q[i] ∈ {0.625, 0.7031, 0.7969, 0.8906, 1, 1.125}

(5)

in which, Qp is the quantization parameter,/ and% are the
quotient and remainder operators, respectively.ESk at position
(i, j) is proportional to the edge gradient, written as

ESk = eh2

k + ev2k, (6)

whereehk andevk denote the horizontal and vertical edge gra-
dient, respectively.

For N × N CB, N2 + 1 parameters, i.e.,a and bk (k ∈
[0, N2 − 1]), are required. Through measurements, we can de-
riveM sample groups, including the edge strength on each pix-
el ESk(τ), the quantization errorQE(τ), and the actual pre-
diction error powerPEk(τ), with τ ∈ [0,M−1]. Let P̃Ek(τ)
represent the estimated prediction error power. Our targetis
that each prediction entrỹPEk(τ) approaches its actual value

PEk(τ) and the summary of̃PEk(τ) (
∑N2−1

k=1
P̃Ek(τ)) also

approaches the value (
∑N2−1

k=1
PEk(τ)). Then, we haveN2+1

target functions. According to the weighted least squares esti-
mation theory, the above question can be summarized as

arg min
{a,bk}





M−1∑

τ=0



N2−1∑

k=1

wk ·(PEk(τ) − P̃Ek(τ))
2

+wN2 ·(

N2−1∑

k=1

PEk(τ)−

N2−1∑

k=1

P̃Ek(τ))
2







. (7)

Let assume that estimation errorεk = PEk − P̃Ek are uncor-
related with each other, andεk is a random variable with zero
mean and constant variance(not changed withk). The optimum
weighing vector~w is





wk = 1 0 ≤ k ≤ N2 − 1

wN2 =
1

N2

. (8)



The solution
−→
θ = (a, b0, · · · , bN2−1)

T of (7) is formulated
as

−→
θ = (AT

WA)−1
·A

T
W ·

−→
PE, (9)

in which,A is composed ofM groups of measuredQs2 and
edge strengths, written as

A =




A(0)
A(1)

...
A(M − 1)


 . (10)

Each sub-matrixA(τ) is defined as

A(τ) =




Qs2(τ) ES0(τ) 0 · · · 0
Qs2(τ) 0 ES1(τ) 0 0

...
... 0

. ..
...

Qs2(τ) 0 0 · · · ESN2−1(τ)
N2 ·Qs2(τ)ES0(τ)ES1(τ) · · · ESN2−1(τ)



.

(11)
The vector

−−→
PE denominates the sampled prediction errors

−−→
PE =




−−→
PE(0)
−−→
PE(1)

...
−−→
PE(M − 1)



, (12)

in which, each sub-vector is composed of all prediction error
entries and their sum in oneN ×N CB .

−→
PE(τ) =




PE0(τ)
PE1(τ)

...
PEN2−1(τ)∑N2−1

k=0
PEk(τ)



, (13)

W is the diagonal weighting matrix having the form of

W = diag(W (0),W (1), · · · ,W (M − 1)), (14)

and each sub-matrixW (τ) is also a diagonal matrixW (τ) =
diag(1, 1, · · · , 1, 1/N2).

To further improve the accuracy of our estimation algorithm,
the sampled CBs are classified according to their texture distri-
bution features, and each class possesses the dedicated model.
As literature [12], for each CB, we can derive its edge direc-
tion histogram from its edge mapping. The edge direction his-
togram is composed of 33 cells corresponding to 33 prediction
directions. From the distribution of histogram cells, the CB is
classified with respect to edge direction homogeneity, promi-
nent angle direction, and prominent angle strength.
Prominent angle direction In the histogram, the cell with the
maximum amplitude points out the main angle direction, which
is divided into 4 categories. The 33 prediction angles are in-
dexed from 2 to 34 in HEVC. The first category (D0) ranges
from 7 to 13, represents the horizontal alike directions; The
second category (D1) includes modes from 23 to 29, represents
the vertical alike directions; The third one (D2) includes -45
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Fig. 4. Seven classes (M0 to M6) distinguished with the maximum edge
strength.

degree alike directions (modes 14 to 22); The other directions
make up the fourth category (D3).
Directional homogeneityIf the edges in a CB are concentrat-
ed in one direction, this CB is denoted as directional homo-
geneous; Otherwise, it is nonhomogeneous. In detail, letσ
denote the sum of histogram cells of main direction and it-
s 4 neighbors,Σ is the sum of all histogram cells, ifσ/Σ >
1.0 − 0.1 log2 N , theN × N CB is directional homogeneous.
Otherwise, it is labeled as nonhomogeneous. Figure 3 illus-
trates the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous examples.
Prominent angle strength Even though prediction error al-
ways increases monotonically with the edge amplitude, but the
relationship is not linear. Therefore, we empirically develop
7 groups according to the prominent angle strength, which is
depicted as Fig.4.

As employing the classification strategies, eachN × N
(N ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32}) CB has totally 56 linear model candi-

dates. Parameters
−→
θ are studied specially with respect to the

CB size and the texture classifications. The parametersbk of
8× 8 CB with directional homogeneity and angle strength M0
are demonstrated by Fig.5. It can be observed parameter val-
ues monotonically increase with the ordinate and abscissa.This
is because the degradation of prediction performance with the
distance away from the boundary references. Another promi-
nent feature is that the parameter values in D3 are much larg-
er than those in other directional groups. With the classifica-
tion based linear regression, the prediction performance is im-
proved by the averaged 23%.

C. Prediction Error based RD Cost Estimation

The ultimate target is to derive the RD-cost estimation. Once
the value of̃PEk is obtained, we can evaluate the correspond-
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TABLE I
PARAMETERωr VALUES DEFINITION

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX

P̃Ek/Qs2
N

4 8 16 32

[ 0 , 1/8) 0 0 0
0

[1/8 , 1/4) 1/8 1/2 1/8
[1/4 , 1/2) 1/4 1 1/4 1/2
[1/2 , 1 ) 1/2 4 1/2 2

[1 , 2 )

1

16 1 8
[2 , 4 )

32
2 32

[4 , 8 ) 4 64
[8 , ∞) 16 128

ing rateR̃k and the distortioñDk overhead as follows.




R̃k =
7ωr · P̃Ek

64

D̃k = ωd · P̃Ek

(15)

ωr andωd are the weighting factors for rate and distortion,
respectively. Through theory analysis and experimental feed-
backs, the values ofωr are defined as showed in Table I, while
ωd is derived as

ωd =

{
1 , P̃Ek > Qs2/16
0 , otherwies

(16)

For aN×N CB, if it is encoded as one partition, its RD-cost
(RDN ) is estimated as

RDN =

N2−1∑

k=0

(R̃k + D̃k). (17)

On the other hand, if the CB is partitioned into 4 sub-blocks,
the corresponding RD-cost (RD⊞N ) is composed of two terms.
The first one isRDN/2(n) for 4 sub-blocks, and second one
is the additional side-information (prediction mode and code-
block-flag) coding costs. In summary,RD⊞N is written as

RD⊞N =

3∑

n=0

RDN/2(n) + 3
7

64
(γmode + γcbf), (18)

in which,γmode = 4 represents the prediction mode bits, and
γcbf = 1 indicates the code-block-flag bit cost. It should be
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Fig. 6. Top Block Diagram of Proposed HEVC Intra Encoder.

noticed that theωr value inRDN/2(n) is always smaller than
that inRDN .

If RDN ≤ RD⊞N , the current CB is coded as a whole one;
Otherwise, we chose sub-partition strategy in the following R-
DO search.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The prototype HEVC Intra encoder integrated with our pro-
posals is implemented with TSMC90nm technology. The top
block diagram is shown as Fig. 6. The encoder is two CTU
pipelined architecture. The first stage eliminates the redundant
CU/PU modes by using our proposed methods. The directive
information of the first stage is dispatched to the second stage
for the RDO processing. The second stage is constituted of 4
prominent components: reconfigurable predictor,8 × 8/4 × 4
PU RDO engine,32 × 32/16 × 16 CU RDO engine, and the
reconstructed datapath.

Each RDO engine is only assigned one mode, which is gen-
erated by the previous stage, to estimate its best RD-cost. It
should be noticed that the predictor is shared by two RDO en-
gines. This comes from two factors: First, the predictor is re-
configurable, which producesL modesN×1 row-wise predic-
tion pixel in each cycle (N is the CB size andL ×N = 128);
Second, as shown by Fig. 1, during the RD-cost estimation pe-
riod (marked by the slash),8 × 8/4 × 4 RDO engine will not
occupy the predictor. Therefore, the prediction engine canbe
used by two RDO engines alternatively. By using the variable
block size unified DCT/IDCT architecture, one reconstruction
datapath is shared by all CBs, when the best PU mode of a CB
is decided.

All the modules for proposed RDO designs are described
with Verilog HDL and synthesized with Design Compiler
based on TSMC90nm 1P9M technology. The gate coun-
t and power dissipation of each primary component are shown
in Table II. As compared with primitive parallel imple-
mentation (described in Section II), 57% hardware is saved.
At the worst conditions (0.9v, 125◦C), the maximum clock
speed is 357MHz, which fulfills the real-time encoding of
HD1080p@44fps. Accordingly, the power dissipation is
217.9mW.



TABLE II
HARDWARE CONSUMPTION OFPROPOSEDHEVC INTRA ENCODER

Module
Pre-Mode Rcnf. 32/16 CU8/4 PU Rcns.

Total
Filter Predictor RDO RDO Datapath

Gates(K) 214.1 817.3 781.3 450.6 507.2 2269.0
Pwr(mW) 26.2 101.4 25.2 32.9 32.2 217.9

Modules in this talble could be referred to figure 6.

TABLE III
CODING PERFORMANCECOMPARED TOHM-10

Class Sequence
BD-PSNR BD-Rate Time Saved

[dB] [%] [%]

A
PeopleOnStreet -0.21 4.61 61.4

Traffic -0.21 4.34 61.9

B

BasketballDrive -0.17 6.73 61.7
BQTerrace -0.19 4.32 64.9

Cactus -0.14 4.28 72.6
Kimono -0.12 4.39 68.1

ParkScene -0.11 3.39 58.3
Tennis -0.18 5.92 62.0

C

BasketballDrill -0.21 4.63 60.0
BasketballDrillText -0.21 4.75 60.6

BQMall -0.20 4.15 58.4
RaceHorses -0.19 3.38 58.6

D

BassketballPass -0.24 4.80 58.8
BlowingBubbles -0.19 3.44 54.2

BQSquare -0.15 1.97 55.1
Keiba -0.21 4.02 60.3

E

SlideEditing -0.41 2.94 61.1
Vidyo1 -0.25 6.04 64.8
Vidyo3 -0.23 5.35 63.4
Vidyo4 -0.21 5.19 63.6
Johnny -0.21 5.15 63.5

KristenAndSara -0.24 5.86 63.6
Average -0.20 4.53 61.7

The coding performance analysis is illustrated by Table III.
The original HM reference encoding (low-complexity con-
figuration) is referred as the anchor. Twenty-two typical
video sequences were tested with Intra coding configurations
andQP={22,27,32,37}. Bjontegaard Delta PSNR/Rate(BD-
PSNR/Rate) is adopted to qualitatively measure the coding ef-
ficiency of our methods. The computational complexity reduc-
tion is measured in terms of the encoding time. As shown in
Table III, the proposed methods averagely introduce 0.20dB
BD-PSNR coding quality degradation, or equivalently 4.53%
bit-rate increasing, while the complexity saving is up to 61.7%
on average.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the fast HEVC Intra encoder architecture
with the pre-CU/PU mode filtering algorithm friendly to paral-
lel VLSI RDO processing. On average, 61.7% encoding com-
plexity could be saved, while the incurred coding quality loss
is 0.20dB BD-PSNR. Moreover, our pre-CU/PU filtering and
parallel CU/PU searching design contributes to the realization
of real-time encoding system, since it ensures a stable speedup
performance without any computation complexity trembling.
The encoder is implemented TSMC 90nm CMOS technology.
With 357MHz clock speed, the proposed design supports the

real-time encoding of 4:2:0 format HD1080p at the frame rate
of 44fps.
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